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FOREWORD

This report presents the findings of a geophysical investigation in southeastern Arizona
valleys made by Carlos L. V. Aiken and John S. Sumner, Laboratory of Geophysics,
Department of Geosciences, The University of Arizona, during FY 1973 for The Arizona
Oil and Gas Conservation Commission through the channel of a technical assistance grant
- Project Number 131-000-008, Document Number 10350009 - from the Four Corners
Regional Commission

Under the terms of the agreement between The Arizona Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission and The University of Arizona, the authors, after acquiring some additional
gravity data in the field, made an analysis of the gravimetric, aeromagnetic, and geologic
information available to them. The primary objective was to define areally those portions of
the valleys in southeastern Arizona, based on this analysis, which would be potentially
favorable for exploration for oil and gas.

Subsequently, J. N. Conley, Director of the Geology Section of The Arizona Oil and
Gas Conservation Commission, edited and expanded the original report to present sup
plementary geological and exploratory well information designed to assist those who are
interested in the search for petroleum in southeastern Arizona.

While recognizing the limitations of gravimetric and aeromagnetic mapping in a
geologically complex area lacking pre-Cenozoic subsurface control, it is considered that the
report comprehensively fulfills the primary objective of the study. The results are now being
presented herewith as Report of Investigation 3 of this Commission.

John Bannister, Executive Secretary
The Arizona Oil and Gas Conservation Commission
Phoenix, Arizona
June 1, 1974
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INTRODUCTION

This analysis is based
on the interpretation and
correlation of the Residual
Aeromagnetic Map of Arizona
(Sauck and Sumner, 1970),
the Bouguer Gravity I Anomaly
Map of Arizona (West and
Sumner, 1973), the Bouguer
Gravity Anomaly Map of South
eastern Arizona (West, Sumner,
and Aiken, 1973, Plate 1 of
this report), and the known
geology. That portion of the
gross southeastern Arizona
report area investigated geo
physically is shown on the
Index Map, Figure 1.
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The objective of this study has been to determine areas potentially favorable
for oil and gas exploration in southeastern Arizona. Surface geological investiga
tions in the mountain ranges indicate that a thick sequence of marine sedimentary
Paleozoic and Mesozoic (Cretaceous) rocks was deposited in the Pedtegosa basin in
southeastern Cochise County and adjacent shelf areas. According to Wengerd (1962),
Kottlowski (1971), Greenwood (1969), and Greenwood and Kottlowski {1974), these
marine strata deposited in this basin are similar in many aspects to those in
petroleum-productive areas in southeast New Mexico and west Texas. They contain
organic-rich basin facies of rocks that were probable sources for oil and gas. The
margins of the Pedregosa basin offer structural, stratigraphic, unconformity, and
paleogeomorphic traps. However, such adverse factors as the wide thickness vari-

ance of Cenozoic valley fill
(100 feet or less to almost
12,000 feet), very little in
formation as to the absence
or presence of potentially
petroleum-productive unde
formed Paleozoic and Meso
zoic rocks beneath Cenozoic
rocks in the valleys, and
extensive evidence in the
mountains that the area has
had an extremely complex
geologic history, have dis
couraged exploration in the
past.

1
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Additional gravity data were gathered in order to fill in the gaps of the
Regional Bouguer Gravity Anomaly Map of Arizona and to field check possible in
correct values on the map. Most of the new stations were in the San Pedro and
Sulphur Springs Valleys. Additional data were received from other sources for
an area in the southern Sulphur Springs Valley (see Area 1 on the index map,
Plate 1) as well as in other areas.

A "computer data base management system" has been established by the Labo
ratory of Geophysics, The University of Arizona, in order to facilitate handling
of the gravity data for the analysis in this report and subsequent studies. This
system has been discussed in detail in Schmidt, Aiken, and Sumner (1973).



GENERAL GEOLOGY

Figure 2, adapted from Peirce et al. (1970), is a good summary of the geo
logical history of the Basin and Range province of southern Arizona. As shown,
7,000 feet plus of largely marine Paleozoic sedimentary rocks are potentially
petroliferous. The thick Cretaceous section has significant possibilities, mainly
in carbonate zones of the Bisbee Group. Questionable oil shows in nonmarine
Cenozoic rocks have been reported in some drill holes.

Some comments on the term "valley fill" in the geological and geophysical
context should be made. Heindl (1958) discusses in detail the structure and
lithology of the fill of the valleys in southeastern Arizona and presents several
diagrammatic geological sections across them. He separates the Cenozoic continen
tally derived sedimentary and volcanic rock strata of the valleys into pre-Basin
and Range (lower beds) and Basin and Range (upper beds). The lower beds ~re re
lated to pre-Basin and Range valleys not necessarily coincident with presently
existing structures. Superimposed over the complex structure of both of these
units are the horst-and-graben features of Basin and Range tectonics. Partially
overlying the older Cenozoic rocks is the valley fill of sediments and volcanics
which postdate the Basin, and Range tectonic event.

Heindl (1962) states that only the uppermost deposits of the intermontane
basins represent deposition of internal drainage. In Arizona upper Tertiary and
Quaternary valley-fill deposits are rarely more than 3,000 feet thick (McKee,
1951). The reported 7,000-foot thickness of alluvium in Drill Hole (DH) 21
(Sabins, 1957) in the San Simon Valley is excessive because the rock below about
i,500 feet is tuff, not alluvium (Heindl, 1962).

Cenozoic rocks in the basins and valleys should not be excluded from con
sideration because of their apparent largely nonmarine origin. Accumulations of
hydrocarbons in pre--Cenozoic rocks could have escaped into younger porous rocks,
including igneous, occurring in traps effected by favorable stratigraphy and
structure. A "Cenozoic'L limestone cropping out southwest of Tucson has a fetid
odor (Schreiber, 1974).

The density and susceptibility of the lower valley-fill beds could alter the
gravity and magnetic anomalies of the valleys. Should these beds be very thick
and have high density or susceptibility values, they could give erroneously low
values for geophysical basement depths. If not, they would be indistinguishable
from the younger Cenozoic material. This would not be a problem, since the
objective of this study is pre-Cenozoic rock.

The geology and present topography reflect strongly the mid-Tertiary Basin
and Range orogeny, which produced the present elongate north-trending valleys and
mountain ranges. Abundant pre-Cenozoic sedimentary rocks occur in most of the
mountain ranges, and their extrapolation into the valleys is obvious.

3
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Although on first inspection half of the area of interest is made up of
valleys, this is true only in a topographic sense. It will be sho,m that pedi
ments in these valleys are structurally related to the mountain ranges and are
covered by relatively shallow alluvium (up to 2,500 feet thick), which fills a
large portion of the width. The grabens between these pediments constitute only
a small fraction of the total valley surface area. The petroleum potential of
pre-Cenozoic rocks beneath pediment surfaces, however, should not be discounted.
They possibly offer two kinds of traps for oil and gas accumulations: 1) paleo
traps not destroyed by post-Paleozoic or post-Early Cretaceous (Mesozoic) geologic
events, and 2) traps for petroleum that has escaped from destroyed pre-Cenozoic
accumulations in the grabens.

FIG. 3 - Map of Cochise County, showing a conjectural interpretation of the thickness
of Paleozoic rocks beneath the Permian Colina Limestone (from Conley, 1974)

32°

the southern three-quarters of
to the impression that the geol-

ogy can indeed be
extrapolated into
the valleys (Peirce
et al., 1970). A
critical problem is
that the distribution
of the Paleozoic
rocks is somewhat
discontinuous due to
the variable topog
raphy present during
deposition and sub
sequent erosion
(Ross, 1973). The
thickness map (Fig. 3)
of the total Paleo
zoic section below
the Permian Colina
Limestone in Cochise
County shows definite
possibilities for
such extrapolation.
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The rocks outcropping around the valleys in
Cochise County are Paleozoic or younger, leading

Hayes (1970)
discusses in detail
the Mesozoic strata
in southeastern Ari
zona and adjacent
areas. An early
Cretaceous embayment
in northern Sonora,
Mexico, extended into
southeastern Arizona

in Early Albian time (Fig. 4-A). The maximum extent of this marine embayment was
the northern Chiricahua Mountains to the north and the Patagonia Mountains to the
west. Nonmarine Lower Cretaceous deposition extended as far north as the Dos
Cabezas, Little Dragoon, and Winchester Mountains. Figure 4-A indicates that off
shore reefs formed during Early Albian time offer potential traps for petroleum.
The deltas shown on Figures 4-A and 4-B possibly offer various types of sandstone
bar or channel traps.
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FIG. 4 - Paleogeographic maps of southeastern Arizona and adjacent areas during
Cretaceous Early and Middle Albian time (from Hayes, 1970)
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FIG. 5 - Line of columnar sections" showing inferred correlations of rocks of Bisbee
age from the Empire Mountains. Arizona, to the Big Hatchet Mountains, New
Mexi co (from Hayes, 1970)
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On~ Lower Cretaceous formation of interest is the Mural Limestone of the
Bisbee Group. It is a marine fossiliferous reefoid limestone, 800 feet thick, at
its maximum exposure in the Mule Mountains. It has been described as having a
fetid odor (Peirce et al., 1970), and exhibits better reservoir characteristics
than the rest of the Bisbee Group. The Mural Limestone was removed from the
northern Chiricahua and Peloncillo Mountains during Late Cretaceous tiule. There
apparently are no significant Lower Cretaceous marine deposits in the Dragoon and
Dos Cabezas Mountains. The Mural Limestone and its correlatives extend southeast
ward from the Whetstone and Huachuca Mountains to the Mule Mountains, thence north
eastward to the southern Chiricahua Mountains (Fig. 5).

Cretaceous and Paleozoic marine rock~ in the valleys. of the approximate south
eastern half of Cochise County offer the most attractive drilling targets. In the
rest of the county, targets in the valleys are limited largely to locally preserved
Paleozoic marine carbonates and the bar or channel sandstone units of a late Lower
Cretaceous delta that prograded over the Mural Limestone and its correlatives.

Peirce et al. (1970) point out that as outcrops of Paleozoic sedimentary rocks
occur in discontinuous strips and patches in the mountain ranges, it is possible
that they can occur similarly in the valley grabens and beneath the surfaces of
th~ bounding pediments. However, they also point out that Jones (1966) said:

e
LITTLE:
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9
BIG
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MOUN"rAINS
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-~-----_.__...- .. _-----_._.__ ._------------~:i2J-i--_._---~*t-

o 50MILES
L.L• .1-L...L.J

o 50 KILOMETERS
u.w..W
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The mountain positions as now seen represent trends of repeated
activity and though not so stated, the valleys are something quite
alien in that they have not undergone the disruptions observed in
the mountain blocks. Perhaps the rocks in the valleys have not been
subjected to the intense plutonism and' fragmenting history that is
observ~d in outcrop. However, the Basin and Range structural event
did produce differential uplift or subsidence even though the
activity may have been superimposed upon the previously existing
trends and tendencies.

The presence of undistrubed pre-Cenozoic rocks would enhance the petroleum poten
tial of the valleys. Although this does not seem likely in most of the valley
areas, such relationships may be the reason for the apparent correlation between
the geology of the valleys and mountain blocks and the magnetic and gravity
anomalies.

Of the 76 holes drilled for hydrocarbons and 14 holes drilled for strati
graphic information in southeastern Arizona (Table 1), 25 or fewer were bottomed
in what was considered to be non-Cenozoic consolidated material (Table 4). With
the .exception of DH-583 in the Santa Cruz Valley (Pinal County), dri lled to a
total depth of 10,179 feet (Table 4), there have been no holes drilled to posi
tively identified Precambrian basement in the grabens of the valleys (Conley,
1974). No marine rocks were reported in the section overlying the metamorphosed
granitic rock topped at 9,874 feet in this hole. A few of the more significant
drill holes, which will be discussed, are shown on the Bouguer Gravity Anomaly
Map of Southeastern Arizona (Plate 1). All holes drilled for petroleum, most of
the holes drilled for stratigraphic information pertaining to petroleum or water,
a few holes drilled for mineral information, and a few stratigraphically signifi
cant water wells are listed in Table 4 and are shown on the Drill Hole Map of
Southeastern Arizona (Plate 3).

TABLE 1 - STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF TABLE 4, DRILL HOLES IN SOUTHEAST ARIZONA

Number of Holes and Footage Data

Petroleum Tests Stratigraphic "Tests'

([) OJ ([) ([) ([)([)

\-I 00 0000 l-I 00 0000
County OJ ..-I (Ij eu eu ..c: ([) ([) ..-leu (ljeu ..c: OJ

1 eu +J l-I+J +J 00
~

eu+J l-I+J +J 00
+J 0 ([)O p.l=J +Jo ([)O p.l=J
o 0

~&
([) eu ;:1 o 0

~r£
([) eu

Z E--'I't-< O~ Z E--'I't-< o~

Cochise 39 106,242 2724 428-7580

Graham 17 28,113 1654 521-3767 2 3,620 1810 1291- 2,324

Pima 9 24,379 2709 1000-4950 7 24,241 3463 700-12,556

Pinal 9 22,248 2472 832-5142 5 18,178 3636 828-10,179

Santa Cn~z 2 4,509 2255 1115-3394

Totals 76 185,491 2441 428-7580 14 46,039 3288 700-12,556

1 Stratigraphic tests - holes dri lied for stratigraphic information From Conley, 1974

in connection with search for petroleum or water plus a few
!holes dri lied for other minerals.



THE BOUGUER GRAVITY ANOMALY MAP
OF SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA

The Bouguer Gravity Anomaly Map of Southeastern Arizona (Plate 1) is a re
vised version of a portion of the Bouguer Gravity Anomaly Map of Arizona (West
and Sumner, 1973). The index map outlines areas for which much of the data came
from a particular source. Approximately 4,000 gravity stations are included.
Terrain corrections have not been made for any of the mapped values, although they
were made on selected stations in the Sulphur Springs and San Pedro Valleys to
determine if they would significantly change the gross features of the interpreted
gravity traverses. Except for stations on mountain peaks, whose elevations were
at least 2,000 feet above the average elevation of the surrounding area, the cor
rections would be about 2-3 milligals. This is true even for stations against the
flanks of the mountain ranges. This difference does not significantly affect the
interpretation. If Eaton's (1972) terrain-corrected map of the San Simon Valley
is overlain with a simple Bouguer map of the area, very little difterence is seen.

Density Contrasts

In order to compute th~depth to bedrock across valleys on selected profiles,
the regionaL gravity must be determined and an appropriate density contrast chosen.
Extensive measurements of rock densities in southeastern Arizona have been made by
West (1972), Spangler (1969), and Davis (1967). Sumner and Schnepfe (1966) present
data from several thousand samples. These investigators report av~rage Paleozoic
and Mesozoic sedimentary and igneous rock densities of 2.6-2.7 gm/em3. The Pre
cambrian metamorphic and crystalline rocks have similar density values. As most
workers have arrived at 2.7gm/cm 3 for Precambrian basement rocks, it would be dif
ficult to de~ect the interface with Paleozoic or Mesozoic rocks.

Determining a density for valley fill is difficult. Eaton (1972) uses 2.25
gm/cm 3 for alluvium and lacustrine clay, 2.50 for Tertiary volcanic rocks, and 2.40
for older Tertiary-sedimentary rocks. This is an average of 2.34 gm/cm 3 for the
valley fill ora contrast of -0.36 • Eaton et al. (197 2) give the results . of den
sityemeasurementsin other "areas of the . Basin and Range province' in· Arizona and
Nevada. Due to compaction, density is expected to-increase with depth; .but the
rate depends on the particular environment and txpe of valley fill in the area.
They cite the results of Healy (1970), who apparently is the only investigator who
has measured densities of in situ alluvium to depths of 4,000 feet. His results
show a rapid increase in density due to compaction from the surface to 1,000 feet,
but beyond this depth the density increases very little. For the interval from
4,000 to 8,000 feet, the asymptotically determined value was 2.32 to 2.48 gm/cm 3

•

West (1970, 1972) suggests that the basement/valley-fill density contrast
would be -0.3 gm/cm3 ; Spangler (1969) uses -0.37; and Davis (1967), -0.4. It is
quite obvious that there can be large changes in the density of valley fill from
one valley to another. If saline clays and other sediments are found in one
valley and indurated conglomerates and volcanic rocks in another, the contrast
could change from -0.7 to -0.15 gm/cm 3

•

9
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Becallse of the very great depths and thicknesses of valley fill, Healy 1 s
(1970) results, -0.22 to -0.38 gm/cm3

, will be used as a basis for extrapolation.
The density contrasts used in the computer modeling are: -0.5 gm/cm3 for alluvium,
-0.3 gm/cm3 for more compacted aluvium and some volcanic rocks, and ~0.2 gm/cm3 for
indurated Tertiary conglomerates and pre-Cenozoic sedimentary and volcanic rocks.
An appropriate choice of density values dependent on aeromagnetic anomalies and
known geology will aid in choosing the proper contrast for a particular gravity
modeL

Residual Gravity Determination

Of great importance is the determination of the regional gravity gradient
which would be mainly due to the density changes in the basement rocks. Since the
interest is in gravity models across valleys, the simple approach of using a
straight-line regional gravity gradient from one side of the valley to the other
has been used. This is not the most accurate method. Eaton et ale (1972) use a
second-order polynomial fit of the Bouguer gravity values only over those stations
on bedrock in order to determine the trend in the regional gravity due to density
changes in the bedrock. This procedure would take into account regional gravity
gradients which are not normal tq the trend of the profile. When a Fourier trend
surfa.ce of gravity data from bedrock stations is removed from the Bouguer gravity
data, the resultant residual gravity map will show the effect of. the valley fill
that is related to its thickness.

Gravity and Magnetic Computer Modeling

There.are nine profiles along which the gravity was interpreted by computer
modeling. The posi tion of each profile, excepting 0-0', Figure 15, is showTt on
the gravity map (Plate 1). An iterative curve-fitting gravity modeling program
for alluvium-filled basins, originally written by West (1972), is applied tp these
gravity profiles. Vertical prisms are fitted to the residual gravity anomaly. As

4

the number of gravity stations along a profile increases, the accuracy of the re-
sult increases. The Bouguer gravity and the regional gravity values are plotted
on the figures, the residual being the difference between them. The theoretical
gravity effect of the fitted model is not shown because the difference between it
and the calculated residual gravity was ever:ywhere less than 0.5 milligals.
Density contrasts of -0.5, -0.3, and -0.2 gm/cm3 were used in the modeling; but
only.the, resultsusing-0.3and-0.5gm/cm3 are 'Shown on the profiles. The topo
graphic:alti tudes oLthesurface and the base· of the Cenozoic section and the

.. known-geology :arecalso.,shown.c·cThemodehgeophysical-basement surfaces for ·thetwo
density contrasts are indicated by the curves labeled ~r~-0.5 and Ap~-0.3. Drill
holes located near the profile lines are shown. Drill-hole identification numbers,
names, and geological data are from Peirce and Scurlock (1972) and Scurlock (1973).
The key to nomenclature for rock types (Table 2) is after the Geologic Map of
Arizona (Wilson, Moore, and Cooper, 1969).

In addition to the gravity profiles, two magnetic profiles, A-A' (Fig. 9) and
B-B' (Fig. 7) were modeled. The positions of Lhese profiles are shown on the aero
magnetic map (Plate 2). The models were generated by successive trials with a
Talwani-type polygonal body modeling routine. All analysis and reduction of data
were made using the CDC 6400 computer at the University of Arizona Computer Center.
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Regional Relationships of Geology, Gravity, and Aeromagnetics

Due to the spacing of three miles and elevations of 9,000 and 11,000 feet of
the flight lines, the top of any structure revealed by the aeromagnetic anomalies
is most probably below sea level. The topographic effect in aeromagnetic survey
ing, as defined by Marsh (1971), is controlled by the air-topography interface.
The amplitudes of the observed anomalies in southeastern Arizona are too large to
be due only to topography; the topographic effect is minimal. In southeastern
Arizona high-altitude aeromagnetic surveys reflect both the air-topography inter
face and the geophysical-basement topography where the valley fill has no magnetic
effect. If the valley-fill material consists of magnetic sediments or volcanic
rocks (such as the basaltic flow in the San Bernardino Valley), magnetic anomalies
are affected.

In southeastern Arizona there seems to be a correlation between outcrop
patterns and gravity and magnetic anomalies. The gravity is strongly related to
the distribution of the low-density fill and to the structure of the valley; the
lateral change in density of the consolidated bedrock has only a second-order
effect on the gravity anomaly. Comparison of the gravity anomalies with the
magnetic anomalies and outcrop patterns shows a strong correlation.

Significant magnetic anomalies are produced where the magnitude of the struc
tural relief of the block faulting is on the order of 10,000 feet. Magnetic highs
are usually associated with areally large outcrops of granitic intrusive rocks,
mostly Precambrian, in southeast Arizona and elsewhere in the state. Where these
granitic intrusive rocks are downdropped as grabens 10,000 feet lower than adja
cent blocks, the resulting distribution of the rocks is evident in the magnetic
data. Less magnetic schists, sedimentary rocks, and alluvium overlying these
crystalline rocks do not have a discernible effect on the magnetic anomalies.

Exceptions to these relationships are few. Most of the magnetic anomalies
over the mountain ranges in the area of this study are highs. Most of the mag
netic anomalies within the valleys are lows; cross-cutting magnetic highs are rare.
The occasional magnetic high in a valley can usually be related to accompanying
gravity anomalies which are related to subsurface structures and indicate struc
tural positives. Exceptions to this rule of thumb will be discussed later.

The implication. is, then, that the magnetic ~anomalies in southeastern Ari
zona reflect Basinand,Range.structure. Gravity lows and magnetic highs seldom
coinc ide, since 'each reflects 'opposite effects ,negative and positive structures
respectively. Steep gradients along the boundaries of prominent magnetic anom
alies in the valleys can be related to basin faults. Magnetic highs in the
valleys reflect structural highs and therefore an absence of large relief result
ing from Basin and Range faulting. This analysis takes into account steeper,
shorter wavelength (and therefore shallower) anomalies and not the regional-scale
anomalies which are caused by sources much deeper in the crust.

In areas where the gravity anomaly indicates the presence of a thick section
of low-density valley fill and the cause of the magnetic anomaly can be modeled
or estimated to have very large structural relief, the two types of data can be
compared. The difference in structural relief as seen by the gravity and mag
netic anomalies can be due to a section of pre-Cenozoic sedimentary rocks with a
density higher than that of the valley fill overlying the crystalline basement.
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Thick sections of possibly undisturbed pre-Cenozoic sedimentary rocks could exist
in areas where the gravity anomaly indicates only moderate thicknesses of valley
fill and the magnetic anomaly indicates great structural relief.

Gila River-San Simon-San Bernardino Valley System

Among the valley systems in southern Arizona, the elongate Gila River-San
Simon and Aravaipa-Sulphur Springs valley systems have the most distinct gravity
and magnetic anomalies. The two types of anomalies are generally elon9ate parallel
to the valleys and agree in the same sense with the structure.

TABLE 2 - KEY TO SYMBOLS USED ON PROFILES

Cenozoic

Quaternary
Qs

Quaternary-Terti ary
Qts

Tertiary
Ts

Tvs
Tvi
Tl<g
Tl<v

Mesozoic

Cretaceous
I<
I<ls

I<vs

Jurassic-Triassi c
JRg

Paleozoic

Permi an-Pennsylvan ian
P-IPn
P-IPnl

Devoni an-Mississippi an
MDs

Ordovici an-Cambrian
Obs

Pre'~ambrian

p€gr
I3£sc

Sedimentary deposits; mainly alluvial gravel,
sand and si It

Sedimentary deposits; Gi la Conglomerate and
other stream and lake deposits

Sedimentary rocks; mainly conglomerate, sand
stone, si Itstone, I imestone, and tuffaceous
beds; some volcanic units

Silicic volcanic rocks
intermediate volcanic rocks
Granitic intrusions
Silicic volcanic rocks

Sedimentary rocks
Bisbee Group: Cintura, clastics; Mural, lime

stone; Morita, clastics; Glance, conglomerate
Intercalated sedimentary and rhyol itic to

andesitic volcanic rocks

Gran iti c intrus ions

Naco Group undivided; limestones,-shales
-Lower formations;.includes-Epi taph Dolomite

(Permian), Colina Limestone (Permian), Earp
Formation (Permo-Penn), and Horquilla Lime
stone (Pennsy I van i an)

Sedimentary rocks; Escabrosa Limestone (Missis
. sippian), and Martin Formation (Devonian),

limestone and clastics

Sedimentary rocks; EI Paso Limestone (Cambrian
Ordovician), Abrigo Formation, and Bolsa
Quartzite

Granitic intrusions
Pinal Schist

After Wi IsDn et al., 1969
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The Gila River Valley in the Safford area is flanked by Precambrian gneisses
and granites to the west in the Pinaleno Mountains and by Cenozoic volcanic rocks
to the east in the Peloncillo and Gila Mountains, although there are minor lower
Paleozoic outcrops in the latter range. A large magnetic high occurs over the
Precambrian rocks of the Pinaleno Mountains, and this is bordered by a large
gravity and magnetic low (MA-5) over the valley.

The rocks of the Dos Cabezas and northern Chiricahua Mountains, which are
south of the Gila River Valley, are Precambrian granites and schists, Cretaceous
Tertiary intrusive and volcanic rocks, and Paleozoic and nonmarine Lower Creta
ceous sedimentary rocks. The Mural Limestone is not present here, but a thick
section occurs in the southern Chiricahua Mountains. The apparent transition
during Cretaceous time from structural lows to highs is between the Chiricahua
and Pineleno Mountains.

Near Bowie in the northern part of the San Simon Valley, the gravity and mag
netic anomalies indicate that the subsurface structure is complex and relatively
shallow. Eaton (1972) did extensive gravity, resistivity, and low-level aeromag
netic surveying in this area and interpreted pre-Tertiary basement at a 500-foot
depth for the gravity high northeast of Bowie in the center of the physiographic
val.ley. He also interpreted depths of 2,000 feet to Tertiary volcanic rocks and
4,000 feet to "pre-Tertiary basement" for the gravity low to the west. The struc
ture interpreted by Eaton is a series of closely spaced step faults. Volcanic
strata interbedded with the alluvial valley fill can cause errors in gravity
analysis. DH-2-4 penetrated 4,110 feet of Tertiary sediments and volcanic rocks
and bottomed in sediments of questionable Cretaceous age. The rare presence of
a magnetic high in a structural valley (MA-6, east of Bowie) suggests a thin
section of valley fill and the absence of a large structural throw on the bounding
Basin and Range fault. DH-2-5 on the southwest flank of this anomaly was aban
doned at a total depth of 6,668 feet in Cretaceous rocks. Several unconfirmed
shows of oil and gas were reported by the operator in the Cenozoic and Cretaceous
sections penetrated.

Profile K-K' (Fig. 6) extends from the northern Chiricahua Mountains eastward
to the Peloncillo Mountains crossing the most prominent correlation between mag
netic and gravity anomalies evident in the report area. A pediment under the
alluvium appears to extend two to four miles east of the Chiricahua Mountains be-
cfore,a,steepfaultiscencountered.Another steep fault, based on poorer. station
control~appearstobe present five miles west of the Peloncillo Mountains. The.
nearby. magnetic . profile,B-B I .. (Fig. 7), shows both the .gravi ty and magnetic model
ing results. Here Cretaceous rocks are nonmarine, so Paleozoic rocks are the
potential targets (see stations 6 to 7). There is an excellent correlation be
tween the structural low of the valley and both the gravity and magnetic data.
The magnetic anomalies also see~ to be related to outcrops of Precambrian granites
north of the line.

DH-21, close to Profile K-K ' and the deepest drill hole in Arizona prior to
1969, encountered approximately 5,000 feet of Cenozoic tuff above the total depth
of 7,580 feet. The other drill holes in this part of the valley (2-6, 2-5, 2-14,
2-13, and 2-4) also found thick sections of volcanic rocks. Using a density con
trast of -0.5 gm/cm 3 , the depth shown on the gravity model is too shallow. The
thickness of the valley fill, as determined using a value of -0.3 on the model of
Profile K-K' superimposed on the model of magnetic Profile B-B' (Fig. 7), indicates
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that DH-21 was bottomed several thousand feet above crystalline basement, The
difference between the thickness of the valley fill as determined by gravity
modeling and the depth to Precambrian basement as determined by magnetic model
ing may represent a pre-Cenozoic section more than 5,000 feet thick. When a con
trast of -0.2 gm/cm 3 (due to volcanic rocks or excessively dense compacted Ceno
zoic rock) is used, the depth to basement is 16,000 feet; and there is less pos
sibility of a thick pre-Cenozoic section being present. As Precambrian granite
is exposed in the Chiricahua Mountains and the basement in the San Simon Valley
as seen by the magnetic survey may be the Precambrian granite, a vertical dis
placement of 15,000 to 20,000 feet is indicated in this area. Paleozoic rocks,
ranging in age from Cambrian to Permian, occur in scattered outcrops along the
east flank of the Chiricahua Mountains in Tps. 15-18 S. If these Paleozoic rocks
had not been removed by erosion before the time of Basin and Range faulting, a
thick section might be present in this deep structural trough. Drilling depths
of 10,000 to 15,000 feet would be adequate to test prospects developed geophysi
cally in this area.

The central portion of the San Simon Valley has corresponding gravity and
magnetic anomalies in the area of the large gravity anomaly crossed by Profile
K-K'. In the southernmost portion of the San Simon Valley and the northernmost
portion of the San Bernardino Valley this relationship does not hold. Although
the absolute magnitude of the Bouguer gravity minimum in this area is the largest
in southeastern Arizona (almost -200 milligals), the amplitude of the residual
gravity anomaly is the same (25 milligals) as that to the north. Magnetic highs
(MA-7) extend into and across the. structural low indicated by the large negative
gravity anomaly. The magnetic anomalies do not indicate large vertical structural
throw alongthe.faults. Since the gravity data indicate a thickness of 6,000 to
8,000 feet for the valley filL and there·is no coincident magnetic anomaly, it
might be assumed that there is no large Paleozoic-Mesozoic section in the struc
tural low indicated by the gravity. However, thickness maps of Pennsylvanian and
early Permian rocks (Ross, 1973) and of the Paleozoic rocks beneath the Permian
Colina Limestone (Fig. 3) suggest that there might be a thick prospective Paleo
zoic section in this area. South of this area in sec. 2, T. 24 S., R. 31 E.,
DH-564 penetrated 5,679 feet of unmetasomatized Paleozoic rocks, bottoming in
Cambrian Bolsa Quartzite; no volcanic rocks were encountered.

A large portion of the San Bernardino Valley north of DH-564 is covered with
volcanic rocks. A 567-foot>water well in sec. 5, T. 22 S., R. 31 E., near the

-center of the volcanic.field, found 502 feet of "malpai'f above a 65-foot section
oEclay., sand,.and,gravel. Paleozoic·andMesozoicsections may underlie the
rhyolitic volcanic rocks covering a large portion of the Chiricahua Mountains
northwest and north of the volcanic field. Lynch (1973) reports the occurrence
of sedimentary rocks in the canyon bottoms east of Rucker Canyon (T. 19 S.,
R. 30 E.) similar to those seen and identified as Cretaceous near the canyon.
Lynch (1972) also reports the occurrence of xenoliths of Cretaceous Bisbee Group
type rocks in the basalt around the craters in the San Bernardino volcanic field.
The structure of the valley beneath the volcanic field cannot be determined by the
magnetic and gravity data, as the values obtained are affected by the basalts.
Bouguer and residual gravity values and DH-564, however, suggest that this portion
of the valley is probably much shallower than the north portion.

That portion of the Gila River-San Simon-San Bernardino valley system south
of the latitude of T. 13 S. appears to be the most favorable for preserved sections
of lower Cretaceous or Paleozoic rocks warranting exploration for petroleum.
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Aravaipa-Sulphur Springs Valley System

The Aravaipa-Sulphur Springs valley system can be divided into three segments:
Aravaipa to the north, northern Sulphur Springs (north of Sulphur Hills), and
southern Sulphur Springs.

There is a moderate gravity anomaly (10 milligals or less) in Aravaipa Valley
and a complicated magnetic pattern reflecting the volcanic pile in the Galiuro
Mountains and basement structures cross-cutting the valley. Hayes (1970) and
Peirce et ale (1970) believe that the Lower Cretaceous and Paleozoic sections are
absent. However, isopachous maps by Ross (1973) suggest that appreciable thick
nesses of Paleozoic rocks were deposited in the area of this valley. Possibly
some of the rocks are preserved in the deep portions of the valley.

The Winchester Mountains on the west side
Valley consist of Tertiary volcanic rocks with
zoic rocks at the south end of the mountains.
Pinaleno Mountains are composed of Precambrian

of the northern Sulphur Springs
some exposed Precambrian and Paleo
On the east side of the valley, the
gneisses and granites.

The prominent gravity low shown on Profile F-F' (Fig. 8) in the north part of
th~ Sulphur Springs Valley reflects Basin and Range structure. A pediment extends
westward from the Dos Cabez8.s Mountains approximately to the west. end of the Pre
cambrian schist outcrops in the Spike "E" Hills (T. 12 S., R. 25 E.), where a 'steep
fault abruptly drops the basement to a depth of 6,000 to 10,000 feet.

As withProfiles·K-K' (Fig. 6) and B-B' (Fig. 7) in the San Simon Valley, a
very good correlation.exists between the magnetic and gravity anomalies as evi
denced by magnetic Profile A-A' (Fig. 9) and gravity Profile F-F' (Fig. 8). The
approximate·· extent of the valley fill is· included on the magnetic model. It
should be remembered that the magnetic effects of rocks higher than 1,000 to 2,000
feet above sea level are filtered out. The line of Profile A-A' corresponds to
the Geologic Cross-Section 8a-8b of Wilson (1962). The correspondence of the two
models is excellent; even the step faults mapped on the surface can be inferred
in the magnetic model.

The relation between the magnetic and regional gravity anomalies is shown in
the lower part of Figure 9. The regional gravity anomaly on Profile F-F' (Fig. 8)
decreases by about 15 milligals from the Dos Cabezas Mountains to the Winchester
Mountains. According to the magnetic model (Profile A-A'), the surface of the
source of the magnetic anomaly is.deeper to the west than to the east. On most
profiles, as will be shown, the regional gravity anomaly does decrease markedly
from one side of a valley to the other. It is inferred from the gravity model
(Fig. 8) that the silicic volcanic rocks (Tvs) are 1,000 feet thick on the west
side of the valley. It will be s.hown in discussing Profile H-H' (Fig. 11) that
the silicic volcanic rocks are of such low density that it would be difficult to
separate their effects from those due to valley fill. However, the gravity anomaly
over the easternmost portion of Profile F-F ' probably is related to the denser
intermediate volcanic rocks inferred to lie directly upon Paleozoic rocks.

No attempt has been made to present a detailed interpretation and correlation
on the west end of Profile A-A' (Fig. 9) over Allen Flat, but some discussion is
warranted. Wilson's (1962) Geologic Cross-Section 8a-8b shows a very thick section
of Quaternary alluvium. Poor samples of the drill-bit cuttings of DH-23 from
3,600 to 5,310 feet indicate that this interval consists predominantly of igneous
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rocks (Hollingsworth, 1971). A magnetic high with an east-west trend crosses a
portion of the Allen Flat area. This is an extension of the effect of the vertical
prism model between stations 7.5 and 12.5. The aeromagnetic anomalies indicate
that the basement in the southwestern part of the Allen Flat area may be deep, but
anomalies still further to the west are not taken into account. This supposition
is not supported by the gravity data, which drop steeply from -140 milligals over
Precambrian granite on the west to -155 milligals in the Winchester Mountains on
the east. However, the exact gravity relationship is difficult to determine be
cause of the steepness of the gradient. Interbedded intermediate volcanic rocks
indicated by lithological and electrical log data may be masking the actual struc
ture in the valley or the data may be too sparse for an accurate interpretation.

The gravity data imply that the depth at which the first igneous rock was
reached (3,600 feet) in DH-23 is the bottom of the valley fill. However, the lack
of a distinct magnetic low parallel to the valley orientation implies little dis
placement; a thick sedimentary section of pre-Cenozoic rock may be present below
the igneous rock section in the lowermost part of the hole.

Profile G-G' (Fig. 10), extending from the Gunnison Hills northeastward to a
point near the west end of the Dos Cabezas Mountains, crosses the east portion of
Profile F-F'. Modeling indicates a complicated pattern of block faulting. The
deepest geophysical basement (at stations 9-11) occurs within the southward exten
sion of the strong negative gravity anomaly evidenj:in Profile F-F'. Although this
anomaly does not have as large an absolute Bouguer gravity value as that to the
north, the residual gravity value is similar. The valley-fill thickness could be
in the range of '·10,000 feet.

DH-2-3 is close to both ProfilesF-F'and G-G'. It is on the east flank of
the structural low indicated by gravity modeling. According to Hemingway (1949),
it penetrated a section of·Cretaceous rocks fro~59800feet to total depth, 6,865.
Within this section he logged. black carbonaceous shale, highly calcareous shale,
argillaceous limestone, and sandstone (some arkosic),and a few thin beds of tuff
or bentonite. Schminke (1950) describes some of the shales as being slightly
metamorphosed. Production tests of some very minor shows of petroleum in Tertiary
and Cretaceous zones had negative results.

The area covered by the large Bouguer gravity mlnlmum traversed by Profiles
A-A', F-F', and G-G' appears to be the most attractive portion of the north part
of the Sulphur Springs Valley to search for potentially petroleum-prc)duc tive
preserved sections of Paleozoic rocks. Cretaceous Early and Middle Albian sand
stones and Cenozoic rocks offer less attractive objectives.

Profile H-H' (Fig. 11), south of Profile G-G', extends from the Gunnison Hills
east to the Pat Hills, thence east,and northeast into the Chiricahua Mountains.
As the Lower Cretaceous section to the west is nonmarine (Hayes, 1970), reservoirs
in Paleozoic rocks would be the primary targets. To the east, the profile line
crosses the approximate zone of transition between the marine and nor\marine por
tions of the Lower Cretaceous strata. Therefore, both Paleozoic and Lower Creta
ceous rocks would be of exploratory interest. The gravity and magnetic anomalies
show the presence of Pat Hills as a ridge trending northwestward. The absoLute
value of the Bouguer gravity anomaly at Pat Hills (-149 milligals) is comparable
to that seen on both sides of the valley, where crystalline or pre-Cenozoic rocks
outcrop; but it is much higher than the Bouguer gravity value over the Chiricahua
Mountains to the south, where low-density silicic-rock (rhyolite) outcrops result
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in Bouguer gravity values in the -160 to -170 range. Measurements of densities
of these volcanic rocks (West, 1972; Lynch, 1972) indicate values of 2.2 to 2.4
gm/cm3 , similar to densities measured in alluvium. Differentiating the gravity
effect between alluvial fill and rhyolite would therefore be difficult. As can
be seen on the west portion of Profile H-H' (Fig. 11), the depth to basement is
no more than 6,000 feet, much less than the depths to basement indicated to the
north. Nearby DH-2-15 bottoITled at 3,298 feet in unconsolidated Cenozoic material.

The basement high at Station -2 appears to be an extension of the Swisshelm
Mountain ridge that trends across the valley through the Sulphur Hills. Outcrops
of Paleozoic and Cretaceous sedimentary rocks occur along this structure farther
to the south. To the east of Pat Hills, a gravity low and a magnetic low (MA-2)
coincide. This interpretation indicates a considerable depth to the crystalline
basement, probably exceeding that indicated by the gravity data alone.

Between Pat Hills and the north part of the Dragoon Mountains there is a
broad magnetic low (MA-8). This is an area with depths to bedrock possibly as
shallow as 4,000 feet, according to gravity data. A narrow regional magnetic low
extends on westward and northwestward from this anomaly into the Santa Catalina
Mountains. This low is parallel to a line of magnetic highs extending from the
north end of the Dragoon Mountains to the Tucson area. The east-west alignment
of the eastern part.of the regional magnetic low intersecting.MA-8 trends normal
to the present alignment of Basin and Range structures. Gravity values in the
area indicate a relatively shallow and complex structure on top of the basement
with respect to areas· to the north and south. The east-trending magnetic low,
however,doesnotviolate.theempiricalrelationshipbetween gravity and magnetic
anomalies stated'previously'. The area covered by MA-8 (Plate 2) can be inter
preted asa separate. north-trending. anomaly reflecting a lateral susceptibility
change from north to south. The shallow structure indicated by the gravity values
may be in the pre-Cenozoic basement or within the complex volcanic and sedimentary
rocks of the lower Cenozoic section.

In the general area encompassing Pat Hills and the southeastern portion of
MA-8 extending southeastward to the Swisshelm Mountains, there are numerous out
crops of Cenozoic igneous rocks and a few outcrops of Lower Ordovician-Upper
Cambrian sedimentary rocks (Wilson et al., 1969). These outcrops, the model shown
on gravity Profile H-H' (Fig. 11), and the Bouguer gravity and residual aero
magnetic maps (Plates 1 and 2) indicate that the subsurface structure in this
broad area could be very complex.

Profile I-I' (Fig. 12) crosses the Sulphur Springs Valley at Elfrida. Lower
Cretaceous and Paleozoic sedimentary rocks crop out on both sides of the valley.
An interpretation of a depth of 4,000 to 6,300 feet to basement in the vicinity of
Elfrida has resulted from the gravity modeling. MA-9, in the area south and south
east of Elfrida, is Sauck's (1972) Anomaly 54, which he describes as one of the
few positive inagnetic anomalies occurring in the valleys. The presence of this
anomaly indicates less structural relief and therefore a smaller po~sible total
thickness of valley fill than in the area south-southwest of Elfrida where there
is better coincidence between the gravity and magnetic anomalies. The north-south
trend of the structural low in the valley indicated by gravity data is offset in a
right-lateral sense between Profiles I-I' and J-J'; MA-9 appears to be related to
the offset.
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The Mule Mountains south of the west end of Profile J-J' (Fig. 13) contain a
thick section of the Lower Cretaceous Mural Limestone. Paleozoic rocks are exposed
in the western part of the mountains and in the mountains on the east side of this
portion of the Sulphur Springs Valley. Several holes have been drilled in the
southern Sulphur Springs Valley close to this profile. DH-34, which was bottomed
in Devonian rocks at a depth of 3,570 feet, is on a structural positive north of
the Mule Mountains. Basement depths from modeling straddle the bottom of DH-12,
which was abandoned at 5,450 feet in an andesite porphyry. Most of the overlying
sediments were saline. The andesite may be overlying: '1) pre-Cenozoic sedimentary
rocks, 2) crystalline basement, or 3) a sill or interbedded volcanic rock flows.
The andesite could even be of Cretaceous age similar to the andesitic flows in the
mountains to the east. Considering the salinity of the sediments, the density
contrast may be between -0.5 and -0.3 gm/cm 3 , which is higher than expected from
compaction at depth. As the pre-Cenozoic sedimentary rocks of interest are rela
tively dense, there can still be a thick section of pre-Cenozoic rocks below the
andesite; or, alternatively, there may be an additional Cenozoic section between
the andesite and the crystalline basement.

The eastern portion of Profile J-J' crosses a pediment extending westward
from the Swisshelm Mountains. The anomalous material in this area (MA-9) is at
approximately sea-level depth at least three to four kilometers below flight level
(Sauck, 1972). DH-2-24.in this same area penetrated approximately 1,000 feet of
Cretaceous and 2,380 feet of Paleozoic strata above Precambrian granite topped at
3,990 feet. As the drill hole is on the magnetic anomaly, Precambrian granite is
the probable source of the anomaly rather than Cretaceous-Tertiary granite as
suggested by Sauck.

DH-34 topped Devonian rocks at 3,335 feet. Based on generalized Devonian and
Cambrian thickness maps, the top oLe Precambrian basement. can be estimated to occur
between 4,000 and 4,400 feet. Depth to Precambrian rock is 3,990 feet at DH-2-24.
The depth of the top of the andesite at DH-12 is 5,400 feet. In order to recon
cile these three elevations· for the presently existing Precambrian rocks, a minimum
vertical change of only 2,000 feet is required. This is in comparison to the
apparent 4,000 to 6,000 feet of vertical change at Elfrida and as lfiuch as 10,000
to 15,000 feet elsewhere.

A magnetic profile .from the· Mule Mountains east .to the Swisshelm Mountains
shows a prominent high·(MA-10) ·around the Mesozoic granitic outcrops on the west
flank of the Mule· Mountains • Nearby Lower Cretaceous rocks overlie. Mesozoic in
trusive rocks to the east and also overlie Precambrian schists. A Paleozoic
section also overlies the schists to the west. If the western Mule Mountains were
local topographic highs in pre-Cretaceous time, the Paleozoic section could have
been eroded from the east flank of the positive feature. Assuming that the mag
netic anomaly is related to the Mesozoic granite exposed in the mountains and
further assuming that it is reflecting the gross shape of the intrqsion, then per
haps the Cretaceous positive feature was limited in areal extent and an eastward
thickening of the Cretaceous sedimentary rocks into the structural low indicated
by the gravity and magnetic data might be expected. Drill holes 34 and 2-24, on
the west and east sides of the valley, respectively, have established the presence
of a pre-Cenozoic sedimentary section of 3,400 feet plus. As the International
border is approached, the Sulphur Springs Valley has lower minimum absolute
Bouguer gravity values; but the residual gravity values do not change much, in
dicating that the valley structure is as deep in the south as it is in the north.
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The Sulphur Springs Valley south of Elfrida, based on geophysical and geo
logical information currently available, is the most attractive area in south
eastern Arizona offering potentially petroleum-productive reservoirs in both Lower
Cretaceous and Paleozoic rocks. Maximum depth to basement rocks in the struc
turally lowest portion of the valley could range from 8,300 feet to 13,000 feet,
based on density contrasts of -0.3 and -0.2 gm/cm 3 (Table 3). Drilling depths of
approximately 4,000 feet should be adequate to test the Lower Cretaceous and
Paleozoic section on the large pediment extending westward from the Swisshelm and
Perilla Mountains.

San Pedro Valley

The structure of the San Pedro Valley is not well defined by gravity or mag
netic anomalies. Gravity station density is sparse and poorly distributed through
out the valley. The data available indicate that the valley is structurally nar
rower than the other two to the east.

paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary rocks crop out along the Santa Catalina
Mountains and in the southern Ga1iuro Mountains. Between the mountains, Precam
brian outcrops are found along the San Pedro River. South of the west portion of
Profile M-M' (Fig. 14), the Whetstone Mountains have a thick Lower Cretaceous and
Paleozoic section lying on. Precambrian granite. Paleozoic outcrops are present
between the river and the south part of the Dragoon Mountains. Further south, the
Huachuca and Mule Mountains have Precambrian and Mesozoic granites and thick Lower
Cretaceous and Paleozoic sections.

Unlike the valleys to the east, which are floored largely with Pleistocene
and Holocene sedimentary· deposits, a large portion of the surface rocks in this
valley consists of loosely to firmly consolidated sedimentary deposits of Pliocene
and Pleistocene age. Several magnetic anomalies trend across the San Pedro Valley
from the vicinity of St. David to Redington. The gravity anomaly in this portion
of the valley is not prominent. When a distinct basin-type anomaly is seen in the
San Pedro Valley, it is usually about 10 to 15 mil1igals in amplitude.

There is no prominent relationship between the outcrop geology and the gravity
and magnetic anomalies in the San Pedro Valley, as observed in the valley systems
to the east; thismaycbe due either to avery dense valley fill , which is common
oforQuaternary-Tertiarysedimentscand volcanic flows, or to a structural low shal
low~r than those in the eastern valleys~

The valley structure is difficult to interpret because of the change in the
Bouguer gravity values adjacent to the mountain ranges from which the regional
gravity trend was determined. These values vary as follows: Whetstone Mountains,
-135 mi11iga1s; south end of Galiuro Mountains, -135 mi11igals; Rincon Mountains,
-145 mi11iga1s; Texas Canyon (T. 16 S., R. 22 E.), -152 mi11iga1s; Dragoon Moun-
tains, -157 milligals; and the outcrop of Paleozoic rocks along the San Pedro
River south of St. David, -146 milligals. A symmetric 15-mi11igal residual gravity
anomaly is se~n on Profile M-M ' (Fig. 14). The depth to basement for a gravity
model with a contrast of -0.3 gm/cm 3 is 7,000 feet. It may be that interbedded
volcanic and other high-density valley-fill materials are affecting the actual
magnitude of the gravity anomaly. Use of a density contrast of -0.2 gm/cm~ would
somewhat equalize the maximum depth to basement in the cross section of this
valley with those to the east.
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Montgomery (1963) interprets a "deep" valley north of Benson. DH-15, a few
miles north of Benson and still in Cenozoic rocks at the total depth of 1,000 feet,
is within a magnetic low mapped in this study. According to Gray (1965), there is
also an intense gravity low near the intersection of the San Pedro River and Tres
Alamos Wash about seven miles north of Benson.

The general area from the vicinity of Boquillas (railroad station, T. 19 S.,
R. 21 E.) northward to Benson appears to be structurally high. A basement low
(Profile N-N', Fig. 17) is interpreted by Spangler (1969) east of this high near
the west flank of the Dragoon Mountains. The narrow gravity low shown on Profile
M-M' appears to terminate abruptly south of Benson. A magnetic low in the same
general area also terminates near Benson.

One of the rare examples of a positive magnetic anomaly occurring within a
valley is MA-l1, southeast of Benson. The sparse gravity data do not indicate
the presence of a structural low in this immediate area, so the previously stated
working hypothesis that positive magnetic anomalies roughly outline the structural
highs or at least do not cross-cut deep structural basins is not violated. The
occurrence of a Paleozoic outcrop along the San Pedro River south of St. David
supports this conclusion.

South of the Babocomari River (T. 20 S., R. 20 E.) gravity and magnetic data
define a structuraL low extending southward into Mexico. Therefore, the basement
in the southernmost. portion of the San Pedro Valley is probably deep. Pre-Cenozoic
sedimentary rocks.cropout in. the bounding. Huachuca and Mule Mountains. This
portion of the vaLley could have a preserved and relatively undisturbed pre-Ceno
zoic sectionoffering<potential1y oiL-productive reservoirs in both Lower Creta
ceous and Paleozoic rocks. Sparse thickness control (Fig. 3), however, suggests
that the Paleozoic section is appreciably thinner than in the valleys to the east.
The only oil test drilled to date in this portion of the valley, DH-2-23, probably
situated on a pediment off the west flank of the Mule Mountains, bottomed in
P~rmianrocksat a depth of 1,OOS feet.

Pre-Cenozoic sedimentary rocks are exposed in the mountains bounding the area
northward from the Babocomari River to the vicinity of Benson. The Paleozoic
section in this area could be thicker than in the area south of the river (Fig. 3).

,.Both the,structuraLlowscandhighs.appear to be favorable areas for petroleum
exploration. The lows, however, probably offer better chances for thicker sections

'. oLpreserved,Pa1eozoicr.ocks 0 Maximum,depth t.o basement might range from 7,000 to
10,000 feet.

The San Pedro Valley north of T. 16 S., R. 20 E. does not appear to be a
favorable area for petroleum exploration. The structurally low portions indicated
by the sparse gravity data are narrow; the magnetic anomalies do not indicate a
thick sedimentary section.

When the gravity and magnetic anomalies are used Lo define the structural
trend of the San Pedro, Sulphur Springs, and Gila River-San Simon-San Bernardino
valley systems, the structure of the last two systems is consistent with their
respective physiographic locations. The magnetic anomalies south of the latitude
of Pantano and Benson, however, suggest that the San Pedro Valley structure trends
southward along the west flank of the Whetstone Mountains to about the north end
of the Huachuca Mountains, thence southeasterly to the border with Mexico. The
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magnetic map further suggests that south of Benson the area encompassed by the
Whetstone, Dragoon, and Mule Mountains is an anomalously strong core around which
much of the large-magnitude Basin and Range block faulting occurred.

"Sonoita" Basin

That portion of the San Pedro valley system northwest of the Huachuca Moun
tains, which is now partially drained by the Santa Cruz valley system, appears to
offer favorable petroleum exploration potentialities. It is within a well-defined
gravity anomaly and a partially coincident magnetic anomaly (MA-12) indicating a
local structural basin. Granites of Precambrian, Mesozoic, and Tertiary ages; a
complete section of Paleozoic rocks; and a thick section of Lower Cretaceous rocks
are exposed in the mountains and hills surrounding the basin. Very strong magnetic
anomalies are associated with th~se mountains (Whetstone, Santa Rita, Patagonia,
and Huachuca). .

Butler and Tenney (1931) report thick sections of marine Cretaceous shales,
sandstones, and conglomerates with a few lenticular limestone beds on the south
west flanks of the Whetstone and Huachuca Mountains bounding the northeast and
southeast sides of the "Sonoita" basin, respectively. They report a "disti-p.ct
test for petroleum" in the black shales. Wilson (1932) measured a Cretaceous
section about 8,825 feet thick consisting of interbedded shales and sandsto-p.es.
The lowermost 4,500 feet consisted predominantly of petroliferous black shales
with some thin limestone beds near the base.

With one.exception,DH-'10-21, all of the holes drilled within or close to the
deep portion of ,the basin indicated by the.gravity anomaly, bottomed in Cretaceous
rocks at depths ranging. from 755 to 3,394 feet •. At least three of these holes
penetrated Cretaceous strata beneath the Quaternary-Tertiary sedimentary deposits
at depths ranging from 530 to 700 feet. DH-IO-2l, reportedly bottomed in C~nozoic

rocks at 2,991 feet, is surrounded by these drill holes that penetrated Cretaceous
rocks at shallow depths.

The deepest hole in the "Sonoita" basin, DH-2l9, located adjacent to the
southwest flank of the Whetstone Mountains, penetrated about 4,400 feet of Lower
Cretaceous sedimentary rocks. According to American Stratigraphic Company (1967),
the lithology logged .in this well is similar to the gross outcrop descripqons of
the Bisbee Group 0 f Cretaceous age. Further, "the very dark, fine-t~xtured shale
logged fromJ,A65.feetto total depthi isconsideredimarine because o!~ a slight in
crease of lime content with depth." This increase in lime content syggests that
at total depth the hole might have been near the top of Wilson's petroliferous
black shale section. No shows of oil or gas were noted in the marine interval,
but some dead-oil staining was logged in sandstones between 3,100 anG 3,200 feet.
The drill site of DH-2l9 is on an anomalous surface structure (Wilson, 1932),
which may have fault complexities in the subsurface. American Strat\graphic
Company logged slickensides and calcite veins, particularly abundant from 3,300
feet to total depth.

Santa Cruz Valley

This valley west of the Santa Catalina and Santa Rita Mountains was not in
vestigated geophysically for this report. However, those portions of it within
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the report area are covered by aeromagnetic and drill-hole data (Plates 2 and 3)
and, in part, by gravity data (Plate 1).

Two deep stratigraphic test holes have been drilled in local basins in the
valle~ DH-583, sec. 2, T. 8 S., R. 8 E., Picacho basin, Pinal County (Plate 3),
bottomed in Precambrian granite at 10,179 feet. It encountered an unusually thick
evaporite section. The interval from 1,630 to 8,266 feet consisted predominantly
of anhydrite with thin beds of siltstone, claystone, and a few thin beds of salt;
the lowermost 2,150 feet of this interval contained some thin beds of tuff and
tuffaceous material. The section below 8,266 feet consisted of continentally de
rived sediments and volcanic rocks (American Stratigraphic Company, 1973). A
palynological analysis of pollen grains in the conglomeratic section above the
basement rock, topped at 9,875 feet, indicated an age of middle and late Miocene
to Pliocene; none of the grains were older than middle Miocene (Anon., 1973).
Damon (1973) determined a Miocene age of 14.8 m.y. (K-Ar) in a sample of trachyte
taken at 9,260 feet.

This hole was drilled near the northeast edge of a pronounced low gravity
anomaly (Peterson, 1968). Relief on the Precambrian basement surface from the
high point in the adjacent Picacho Mountains to the low point in DH-583 is close
to 13,000 feet. Gravity and magnetic data (Sauck and Sumner, 1970) indicate that
this hole was not located in thedee~estpart of this local basin in the Santa
Cruz Valley.

The other deep test, DH-597, sec. 5,T. 16 S., R. 13 E., Tucson basin, Pima
County (Plates 1 and 2), .wasabandoned at a total depth of 12,556 feet in quartz
monzonite; it is thedeepest .•hole in Arizona. No marine rocks were logged. The
section from the surface to 7,300 feet consisted predominantly of sand, shale,
claystone, and conglomerate. The basement rock was topped at 11,987 feet. The
intervenin~·section consisted of interbedded volcanic tuff, sand, shale, basalt,
and conglomerate. K-Ar dating indicates a probable early Tertiary age (Anon.,
1973) for the basement rock. An upper Miocene age was determined palynologically
for the interval from 11,000 to 11,100 feet (Anon., 1974). This hole, like DH-583,
is located within a gravity low (Plate 1).

Paleozoic and Mesozoic (Cretaceous) seas covered most of southeast Arizona
(McKee, .195L, 1967; Butler, 1971; and other workers). Several thousand feet of
sedimentary rocks of these ages were deposited in portions of the Santa CrU2
Valley. Inaddi tionto evidence for several periods of general uplift, erosion,
and volcanism (Fig. 2) affecting the valley, Drewes (1974) has obtained field
evidence in the Rincon Mountains east of Tucson and DH-597 of thrust faulting
involving minimum distances of tectonic transport in the order of 10 to 20 miles.
The possibility exists that either one or both of these deep holes (DH-583 and
DH-597) bottomed in the upper plate of a thrust fault subsequently down faulted.
If this should happen to be the case and the pre-Cenozoic rocks had not been re
moved by erosion prior tQ the time of the thrust faulting, the deep~r CretaceOllS
and Paleozoic sections remain untested. Because of the deep depths involved and
no information as to the possible presence of undeformed pre-Cenozoic objective
rocks, the Picacho and Tucson basins in the Santa Cruz Valley cannot be considered
favorable areas for petroleum exploration at this time.
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FREE-AIR GRAVITY AND ISOSTATIC ANALYSIS

An interesting relationship exists between the free-air gravity anomalies and
the mbuntain ranges and valleys in southeastern Arizona. Gravity stations on ex
posed bedrock exhibi.t free-air gravity values which are almost always positive;
those in valley fill display negative values. "The zero contours on a free-air
gravity map outline, to a very close degree, mapped exposed bedrock as shown on
the Geologic Map of Arizona" (Aiken, Schmidt and Sumner, 1974) and on Plate 1 of
this report. This relationship has a practical application. If a traverse were
made and the ends of the profile were over volcanic rocks or alluvium, bedrock
proximity could be indicated by whether the absolute free-air gravity value was
near zero. Depth is related to the degree of contrast. This relationship holds
for every profile made in this study.

An example of this relationship is the free-air gravity Profile a-a' (Fig. 15)
from Pantano in the southern Rincon Mountains eastward to Willcox in the Sulphur
Springs Valley, approximately parallel to the lines of Profiles M-M' and G-G'. The
free-air positive at station 9 is ostensively over alluvium, but the zero or posi
tive residual Bouguer gravity value at this longitude on nearby Profile M-M' shows
that the bedrock may be quite. shallow. DH-2-19 in this same area penetrated
Cretaceous bedrock at 120 feet (Table 4).

This evidence, supplemented by additional evidence revealed by the unpub
lished, recently completed Free-Air Gravity Anomaly Map of Arizona (Aiken, Schmidt
and Sumner, 1974) indicates that the San Pedro Valley and the valleys to the east
may have reached isostatic equilibrium. In this eastern portion of the report
area, individual· valleys aremass~deficientand have free-air gravity values as
low as -56,milligals (San Bernardino Valley); the mountains are mass-excessive
with values as high as +180 milligals (Santa Catalina Mountains). Alluvium as
thin as a few hundred feet causes a negative free-air gravity value.

West of the San Pedro Valley the zero free-air contour occurs mostly on bed
rock, and not at the edge. The transition zone from zero free-air gravity to more
negative.values in the west trends northerly from Mexico approximately along
longitude 110°30'. .

This extraordinary sensitivity of free-air gravity to the alluvial mass
deficiency and its relationship to the absolute free-air gravity value of zero in
Cochise County and portions of adjacent counties seldom occurs elsewhere in Ari
zona. A discussion of the geodetic and dynamic questions posed by this relation
ship is beyond the scope of this report.
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CONCLUSIONS

Paleozoic carbonates and sandstones and Cretaceous Early Albian
lime1: tones and sands tones
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and 2) the area of the gravity low and magnetic high in the south
San Simon Valley and the northern part of the San Bernardino Val
shows the geologic age, gross lithology, and inferred distribution

of the primary pre
Cenozoic potentially
petroleum-productive
rocks that might be
anticipated in these
areas. Plate 3 shows
the loca~ion of all
the holes drilled for
petroleum in southeast
Arizona, plus data as
to total depth, geo
logic age of rock at
total depth, and shows
of oil or gas. Table 4
presents in tabular
form this same informa
tion, plus known in
formation as to the
depth and age (or lith
ology) or the rock en
countered beneath the
valley fill in these
drill hotes. All of
the shows ·of hydro
carbons extracted from
reliable company re
ports, or discernible
in drill-bit cuttings,
have occijrred within
Mesozoic (Cretaceous)
or Paleo~oic rocks, as
shown in Figure 2.
Most of the reported
shows, which cannot be
verified, have been
within the Cenozoic

From Conley, 1974
section.

~ Cretaceous Early and Middle Albian sandstones

I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~, Paleozoic carbonates and sandstones

Primary Objectives:

The gravity, magnetic, and known geologic data indicate that the most favor
able areas for the possible preservation of pre-Cenozoic potentially petroleum
productive rocks are the deep structural basins in the southern portions of the
San Simon and Sulphur Springs Valleys, the "Sonoita" basin, and the southern por
tion of the San Pedro Valley. Two other possible areas of interest are: 1) the
area of the gravity high and magnetic low west of the Sulphur Hills in the Sulphur
springs Valley,
ern part of the
ley. Figure 16

FIG. 16 - Map of Cochise County, showing geologic age, lithology, and inferred
distribution of the primary potentially petroleum-productive objective reservoirs
in the valleys. Secondary objectives would consist of locally preserved Paleozoic
reservoirs in deep grabens in the north portions of the valleys, anq Cenozoic
reservoirs containing petroleum escaped from destroyed accumulatiqns in pre
Cenozoi crocks.
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On the assumption that some of the reported Cenozoic shows are valid, the
possibility exists that the source of the hydrocarbons noted was a paleo.,.accumula
tion in Cretaceous or Paleozoic rocks that was destroyed subsequently by dia
strophic events. There are porous sands, conglomerates, and possibly igneous rocks
in the Cenozoic section that, with adequate trapping conditions, could contain
petroleum accumulations escaped from older destroyed pools. There is also the pos
sibility that traps in pre-Cenozoic rocks beneath the pediment surfaces extending
outward from the mountains into the valleys could contain undisturbed paleo
accumulations or accumulations escaped from older pools.

TABLE 3 - MAXIMUM DEPTH OF VALLEYS FROM GRAVITY AND
MAGNETIC MODELING AND POSSIBLE TOTAL STRUCTURAL
RELIEF CALCULATED FROM THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BED
ROCK ELEVATIONS IN THE MOUNTAINS AND THE MAXIMUM
VALLEY DEPTHS

-0.3

11.000
10,500

9,000
11,000

9,000
10,000
14,000

9,000

Structural Rei ief

gm/cm 3 .

- 0.2

13,DOD*
20,000*
14.000
17,000
10,000
13.000
14,000
15,000
20,000
12,000

Depths in Feet

* Results from magnetic modeling

9,800
9,500
6,000
9.000
6,300
8,300

10,000
7,000

-0.2

Density Contrast

gm/cm3

12,000*
16,000*
13,000
16,000

7,000
11.000
11,000
13,000
16,000
10,000

A-A;
s- S'
F- F'
G-G'
H-H'(west)
H"H'(east)
I - I'
J -J'
K- K'
M-M'

Profi Ie

Drill-hole depths to test pre-Cenozoic objectives off of the pediments vary
considerably. The Gila River-San Simon, Sulphur Springs, and San Pedro valley
systems are largely sites of great structural relief. Table 3 shows the computed
maximum depths in feet to bedrock for density contrasts of -0.2 and -0.3 gm/cm3

and the possible total structural relief calculated from the difference between
bedrock elevations in the mountains and the maximum valley depths. The maximum

valley depths range from 6,000
to 16,000 feet; the structural

, relief ranges from 8,300 to
" j 20,000 feet. The Picacho and

Tucson structural basins in the
Santa Cruz Valley, based on the
two holes drilled to date, will
require depths in excess of
10,179 feet and 12,556 feet,
respectively, to test the pres-

i I ence of pre-Cenozoic rocks.
More geophysical and drilling
exploration will be necessary
to determine depths required to
drill through the Cenozoic
section of other areas in the
valley.

The analysis of the geo
physical information in the area
investigated in southeastern
Arizona, in conjunction with the
known surface and subsurface

geology,.indicatesthat a coherent picture exists in the relationshipbetweengeo
logic and gravity/magnetic anomalies. With just a few exceptions, the gravity and
magnetic data are in excellent agreement in defining the structurally low portions
of the valleys where preserved sections of pre-Cenozoic rocks might be expected.
Detailed and high-precision gr~vity and magnetic surveys should be useful explora
tion tools in isolating or semi-isolating structurally prospective areas warrant
ing drilling or seismographic exploration.





GRAHAM COUNTY
5-16 5S-23E-15

620 5S-24E-16
5- 1 -17
5- 2 -30
5- 3 -30
5- 4 5S-2SE-33
5- 5 6S-24E-13

104
111
222

93
212

34

12

2-24
2-20
2-21

30
2-22
2-23
564

52

5
8

5- 6
539
540
541

5- 7
5- 8
5- 9
5-10

lSS-24E-24
-24

21S-23E-17
-19

21S-24E- 5
- 5

21S-25E-25

22S-27E- 5
-24

23S-27E-27
23S-27E-34

-34
- 4

24S-31E- 2
- 2

6S-27E- 5
7S-25E-22
8S-26E- 6
9S-27E-36

-36
-36

10S-28E-25
-35
-36

10S-29E-21

Donnelly 1 State
Donnelly l-A State
Moncrief 1 State
Fraser Oil 1 State
Moncrief 1 Davis-Clark
Southwest Oil (Basin Pet

456) 1 Davis-Clark
Allen (Moncrief 224)

1 Davis
Waddell-Duncan 1 Murray
Douglas Pet 1 Evans
Owens & Goldman 1 Bruno
Cochise Oil 1 Goldman
Owens 1 Fourr
Ari-Tex 1 Goins
Guadalupe Explor 1 State
Thomson 2 State

Superior 1 Federal 2

Nix Drlg 1 State
Alexander 1 Graham
Ashurst Oil 1
Gila Oil Syndicate 1
Mining Exploration 2

Underwriters Synd 1 Mack

Water Well
Safford Water Well
Idle Oil 1 Healy
Tenny 1 State
Tenny 2 State
Tenny 3 State
Bear Springs Oil 1 Allen
US Oil 1 Federal
Whitlock Oil 1 State
Whitlock Oil 1 Penrod-Fed

Cretaceous?
Permo-Penn
Permo-Penn
Cretaceous
Cretaceous

Cretaceous?

Permian
Permian

Quartz-gneiss

110
o
o

<300
> 0

540?

o
o

2515

Cretaceous?
Permo-Penn
Perr.l0-Penn
Cambrian
Devonian

Tertiary volcanics and
sediments

Precambrian granite
Cenozoic
Cenozoic
Cenozoic
Cenozoic
Permian
Cambrian
Permian

Tuffaceous shale

Cenozoic
Cenozoic
Cenozoic

Cenozoic?

Cretaceous volcanics
Probable basement

Cenozoic
Cenozoic
Tertiary
Cenozoic

Cenozoic
Cenozoic

523
1193
2446
1903
3525
3570

5450

4400
702
680

1000
475

1005
5679

802

1296

1400
1247
2645
2324
3767

2300
2600
1800

630
1090
3500
1555

900
1925

521

?

R

R

S
S
S

1 R No substantiation of shows reported by operator; some highly questionable shows are not listed.

S Variable type and quality of shows from reliable company reports or discernible in drill bit cuttings or cores.

2 Stratigraphic. Test hole drilled for information in connection with search for petroleum or water. W
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TABLE 4 - continued

AGE OR LITHOLOGY AGE OR LITHOLOGY OIL/GAS
:z; OF PRE-CENOZOIC OF SHOWS 1
0
H ROCK BELOW VALLEY-FILL ROCK AT BOTTOM OF HOLE
E'-'

ROCK AGE
u<t:O:::
uu~ LOCATION NAME u
0H~
;-<J>z..

U C' i-'I

OH:::J ERA-PERIOD DEPTH ERA-PERIOD DEPTH
H H 0

E-<:Z
o 0 N

:z AND/OR LITHOLOGY (FEET) AND/OR LITHOLOGY (FEET)
N N 0

~
o 0 ~

q
:z Cf.l t-J

H
~ I'tJ <t:
u ~ I:l-<

5-11 10S-30E-20 US Oil 1 Federal Cenozoic 700
249 11S-22E- 2 Ram 1 Sierra Bonita Cenozoic 1823 R

5-12 11S-23E- 6 Hooker 1 Sierra Bonita Cenozoic 1985 R

5-13 11S-28E-28 Bear Springs Oil 1 Finn-Reed Cenozoic 670

5-15 -28 Perry Howle 1 Cenozoic 1100 ?

PIMA COUNTY
11 11S-10E-27 Berry Mineral Development Tertiary? - Cretaceous?

1 Federal volcanics 3212

10- 1 12S-11E- 6 Eloy Development 1 State Tertiary 4950 ?

10- 2 13S-13E- 3 USGS 1 City 2 . Tertiary Miocene 1811

10- 3 13S-14E-31 USBR 1 GS 2 Tertiary Pliocene 700

10- 4 14S-14E-16 USGS 52 1400

10- 5 15S-14E- 2 Tucson G&.E 7 2 Tertiary Miocene 3146

10- 7 15S-15E-16 USGS 4 2 1842

597 16S-15E- 5 Humble 1 State 2 Igneous rock Tertiary? 12,556

10-13 17S-13E-25 Anaconda 1 Continenta1 2 Mesozoic? 2786

10-14 17S-14E-36 Pima Mining 4 Water Well Cretaceous 0 Cretaceous 2130

3 18S-18E-33 Cienega Basin 1 State Cretaceous ? Cretaceous 2760

19 -34 Jones 1 Juanita-State Cretaceous ? Cretaceous 2656

10-17 19S- 9E-18 Martin Trustee 1 State Cenozoic 1000

68 19S-17E- 3 GAC 1 Water Well Cretaceous 490 Cretaceous 749

69 -17 GAC 2 Water Well Cretaceous 315 Cretaceous 845

10-20 -22 Anderson 2 Empire Ranch Cenozoic 1350

10-21 -22 Arizona Oil 1 Boyce Cenozoic 2991

70 -32 GAC 4 Water Well Cretaceous 530 Cretaceous 1150

192 19S-18E-29 Mountain States 1 State Cretaceous ? Cretaceous 1050 R

219 -29 Mountain States l-A State ·Cretaceous > 0 Cretaceous 4410 S



PINAL COUNTY

15
11- 6

106
11- 9

11-10
11-11
11-12
11-13
11-14

583
317

11-15
78

11-16
11-18
11-19

5S-l0E-3l
5S-l4E- 8
6S- 7E- 1

-25

6S- 8E-18
7S- 8E-22

-25
-31

8S- 7E-12
8S- 8E- 2
8S-l0E- 8
8S-l6E-25
8S-17E-15

-32
9S- 7E-34
9S-l4E-20

Western Oil fields 1 Federal
Hackberry
Crouch Drillers Water Well
Casa Grande Dev Assoc

1 Laveen
Crouch Drlg 1 Holland
Hatchett 1 McFarland
USBR D-7-8 CAP 2

USBR CAP 2

Creed 1 Cherry
Humble O&.R 1 State 2

Ari-Mass 1 State
Santa Maria Explor 1
Ranchers Water Well
San Pedro Oil 1 Smith
USBR 2 CAP Z

Continental Oil Z

Precambrian

Precambrian

9875

3200

Te.rtiary
Cenozoic
Cenozoic
Tertiary? (granitic?)

Cenozoic
Cenozoic
Tertiary
Cenozoic
Cenozoic
Precambrian
Cenozoic
Cenoz,Oic
Cretaceous?
Cenozoic

Tertiary
Precambrian

5142
700?

3053
4742

3243
1260
1944

828
2700

10,179
832

2144
2074
1485

2007
3220

R

R

R

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY

12- 1
3

12- 2

20S-l6E- 9
20S-l7E- 4
21S-l8E- 6

Jones 1 Larrimore
GAC 6 Water Well
Nogales O&.G 1 Babocomari

Cretaceous
Cretaceous
Cretaceous

700? Cretaceous
Cretaceous
Cretaceous?

3394
1503
1115

R

Additional data on the above wells are available at the offices of the Arizona Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission, Phoenix; the Arizona Bureau of Mines, Tucson; and the United States Geological Survey,
Tucson.

From Conley, 1974
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Editor's Note

The line of Profile N-N' (Fig. 17), extending from the Tombstone Hills to the
Dragoon Mountains, is shown on Plate 1. However, it was not discussed by the
authors. The upper part of Figure 17 shows the area traversed by the profile to
be a gravity low. A structural basin in this portion of the San Pedro Valley is
also indicated by the gravity and magnetic maps, Plates 1 and 2. There are Paleo
zoic outcrops in the Tombstone Hills south of the west end of the profile and in
the Dragoon Mountains at the east end (Wilson et al., 1969). The closest subsur
face geological information available is furnished by Drill Holes 34 and 212 near
the west end of Profile 3-3'. These two holes penetrated more than 3,500 feet of
Lower Cretaceous and Paleozoic rocks. Should the "basement complex" shown 90 the
model (lower part of Fig. 17) be a geophysical basement rather than Precambrian
basement, there could be a preserved section of pre-Cenozoic rocks in the deeper
portions of the basin.
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